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Create your own luck
with innovation

Working with a committed team has been critical to the success of Lacey’s range of Disney-licensed
lucky packets. Dean Gianni (left) of Packaging World and Greg Petzer (right) of DLC Pack (Astrapak
Flexibles) examine some examples with Lacey’s MD Yusuf Mansoor.
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IF you purchased a Disney-character lucky packet
in the last five years you’ve contributed to Lacey’s
Distributors achievement as the world’s largest
manufacturer and distributor of licensed lucky
packets.

However, that success didn’t come easy.
‘We were laughed out of several buyer presentations

in the early stages, but thanks to our personal belief and
the unwavering support of key partners – DLC Pack and
Packaging World – we persevered and last year shipped
almost one million lucky packets in several variants,’
says Lacey’s founder and MD Yusuf Mansoor.

‘And it’s the packaging that has contributed largely to
the success story. There are no windows to show off the
contents; the packaging must be sufficiently creative
and attractive to secure the initial purchase. Subsequent
sales depend on the purchaser’s satisfaction with the
contents – and we’ve covered that, every character has
92 possible variations!’

Mansoor left the hurly-burly world of stockbroking,
keen to do something different. And it was while reading
an article on retail trends that he noticed lucky packets
featured fourth on the list of impulse purchase items –
ahead of potato crisps!

While marketing his early non-licensed versions he
was told an unpleasant truth by one buyer: ‘Thanks for
the idea, I’ll source cheaper product from China!’

‘I had to do something to protect myself,’ Mansoor
relates. He immediately made contact with Mattel, Disney,
Marvel and Warner Bros, and secured an exclusive
licence to use six of the most popular children’s
characters: Barbie, Spider Man, Winnie the Pooh,
Princesses, Batman and Superman. ‘These characters,
together with great designs and innovative printing
processes, created unique and highly desirable products
that begged to be purchased,’ he remarks.

The Lacey’s lucky packet has garnered

three FTASA awards and two US-based

FTA awards for innovation and quality

of print and remains the only product

in South Africa printed on a holographic

substrate. ‘Interestingly, we started out

using a metallised polypropylene (PP)

overlaminated with a clear PP but found

the designs were greatly enhanced with

the switch to holographic material. And

customers seemed to agree, because

sales of the lucky packets went up 25%

with the change to the new material –

a clear indication of the value packaging

adds to the sale,’ explains DLC Pack

technical manager Mark Liptrot.

According to Mansoor, absolute commitment to quality
at every stage lies at the heart of the product’s success;
design, print, bag manufacture, filling, distribution and
merchandising. ‘Integrity of something as seemingly
insignificant as the Euro slot is paramount. The specialised
metallic films we use will tear and run if there is the
slightest nick in the Euro slot, resulting in a rejected bag
and product wastage. We presently experience less than
0.25% returns thanks to Packaging World’s precise
manufacturing methods.’

‘Value for money has also been a watchword – you
can’t fool kids! Each packet contains; a poster, tattoo,
game cards, 30g to 50g of high-quality sweets along
with a premium toy – the latter alone is worth 150% of
the retail price of the packet!’

Lacey’s are set to expand their lucky packet footprint
with both an Australian and UK operation on the cards.
Future variants follow the release of new movies or
programmes, with Spiderman 3 and the Transformers
due out in 2007. And it’s here where the role of supplier
partnerships really comes to the fore – product needs
to hit the shelves simultaneously with the movie going
on circuit.

‘Innovation is exciting; nothing beats the thrill of being
first to market. But the road is often riddled with
challenges and obstacles to be overcome. My advice is
to chose partners and suppliers who have the necessary
expertise and are willing to add value and help you
succeed,’ concludes Mansoor.

Lacey’s lucky packets are world beaters. In addition to local Gold Pack awards,
King Kong: the Eight Wonder of the World version recently scooped a Gold Award
for Excellence in Flexography from the US-based FTA. Showing off product and
awards are from left Lindy Cranston, Sean Low and Mark Liptrot from DLC Pack.
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